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S1 E1 The Real Ethereal with Laura Boone—Introduction to Intuition 
-Aired: Wednesday, 3/1/17 
 
Join Laura Boone for an introduction to identifying your intuitive abilities, a 
rundown of clairvoyance, clairsentience, and clairaudience, plus a sneak preview of 
what to expect on The Real Ethereal in the weeks to come! 
 
Visit Laura on her website, www.lauraboone.org and her FaceBook, 
https://www.facebook.com/TheRealEtherealShow 
 
TAGS: intuition, intuitive, ethereal, Laura Boone, clairvoyance, clairsentience, 
clairaudience, tarot, enneagram, astrology, star chart, psychic, channeling, 
mediumship 
 
RUNTIME: 22 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E2 The Real Ethereal—Astrology Basics with Laura Boone 
-Aired: Tuesday, 3/7/17 
 
Laura explores some basic ideas about astrology including: 
What is astrology? 
What is a chart? 
What are the basic building blocks of a person's personality in a chart? 
 
This is a great episode to watch before her later episodes which will include 
celebrity chart interpretation and more advanced topics regarding astrology. 
 
Visit Laura at www.lauraboone.org and on Instagram @lauraboone1. 
Find The Real Ethereal at www.facebook.com/therealetherealshow and 
@TheRealEtherealShow. 
 
TAGS:  starsigns, lauraboone, astrology, howto, horoscope, astrology chart, 
realethereal 
 
RUNTIME: 29 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E3 The Real Ethereal—Trump’s Chart, Part 1: The Personality 
-Aired: Tuesday, 3/14/17 
 
Laura delves into The Donald’s famous personality. What does his astrological chart 
say his childhood was like? What are his strengths? What are his weaknesses? What 
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are his true priorities? 
 
For more on Laura, visit her at www.lauraboone.org. 
 
TAGS: Trump, astrology, astrologicalchart, lauraboone, 2016, presidency, 
astrological, chart, laura, boone, clairvoyant, divination 
 
RUNTIME: 24 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E4 The Real Ethereal—Trump's Chart, Part 2: The Presidency 
-Aired: Tuesday, 3/21/17 
 
This show is a must see. Laura looks at upcoming important astrological transits in 
the Trump presidency—what are the crucial dates coming up that we should all 
look out for and why. 
 
Visit Laura at www.lauraboone.org 
 
TAGS: gemini, astrology, trump, divination, presidency, astrological, 2016, 2020, 
laura, boone, 2021, lauraboone, thelightersidenetwork 
 
RUNTIME: 21 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E5 The Real Ethereal—Astrology: All About Aries 
-Aired: Tuesday, 3/28/17 
 
Laura sits down with fellow LSN host Darshana Patel (enLight'n Up) to cover the 
basics of what it means to have Aries in your chart—whether it be your sun sign, 
moon sign, ascendant, or otherwise. Join Laura for her first installment of detailing 
each sign's meaning and significance in the zodiac. 
 
Be sure to catch Darshana on her show, enLight'n Up here on the Lighter Side 
Network, and visit her at www.unscriptedway.com 
 
Find Laura at www.lauraboone.org 
 
TAGS: aries, zodiac, astrology, ascendant, fire, laura, boone, darshana, patel, real, 
ethereal, enLightn 
 
RUNTIME: 32 minutes 
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* 
 
S1 E6 The Real Ethereal—The Enneagram: An Overview 
-Aired: Tuesday, 4/4/17 
 
Laura and Enneagram expert Monirah Womack lay out the basics of one of the 
oldest methods of determining a person's core personality, including it's history, 
and the nine governing "personality types" that a person can exhibit and identify 
with.  
 
To learn more about the Enneagram, visit www.enneagraminstitute.com 
 
Find Monirah at www.relationshipcapitalatwork.com 
 
Visit Laura at www.lauraboone.org 
 
TAGS: personality, womack, enneagram, laura, boone, monirah, real, ethereal, 
spirituality 
 
RUNTIME: 50 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E7 The Real Ethereal—Intuitive Business 
-Aired: Tuesday, 4/11/17 
 
Laura chats with old friend, Kristi Halford, Vice President of Business Development 
and Partnerships for CNN Digital Media worldwide about her intuitive abilities and 
how they've helped her navigate a competitive corporate environment. Kristi 
provides insight on how you can recognize, develop, and utilize your own intuitive 
abilities in your professional life. 
 
TAGS: psychic, intuitive, clairvoyance, business, ethereal, intuition, boone, laura, 
corporate 
 
RUNTIME: 36 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E8 The Real Ethereal—All About Taurus 
-Aired: Tuesday, 4/18/17 
 
Learn about Taurus' strengths, weaknesses, and basic desires—this is an especially 
informative episode for those viewers who are in a romantic relationship with a 
Taurus! ˃ ♉ ˃  
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Laura gives us the rundown on everything Taurus. Whether Taurus is your Sun sign, 
Moon sign (like Laura!), Ascendant, or appears elsewhere in your chart, Laura's got 
you covered! 
 
Visit Laura online at www.lauraboone.org 
 
TAGS: astrology, boone, taurus, ethereal, laura, zodiac 
 
RUNTIME: 20 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E9 The Real Ethereal—The Enneagram: Type 4 
-Aired: Tuesday, 4/25/17 
 
In her first of nine shows on the nine different archetypes of the enneagram, Laura 
discusses point four (her own type!). Laura covers fours' strengths, weaknesses, 
their corresponding points of integration and disintegration, and how fours fit into 
society at large. 
 
Find out your own enneagram type at www.enneagraminstitute.com  
 
Visit Laura at www.lauraboone.org 
 
crystals, vibration, chakras, meditation, geology, laura, boone, real, ethereal 
 
RUNTIME: 29 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E10 The Real Ethereal—Fake Psychics and How to Spot Them 
-Aired: Tuesday, 5/2/17 
 
Laura welcomes Darshana, host of enLight'n Up, back on The Real Ethereal to give 
tips on how to spot the psychics, readers, and practitioners that may not be the 
intuitives they claim to be. Laura and Darshana also chat about their experiences 
with skeptics, and how to best open yourself up and prepare for a reading to get the 
most out of it as possible. 
 
psychic, medium, tarot, reiki, intuitive, skeptic, reader, fortuneteller, Laura, Boone, 
Darshana, Patel, ethereal, fakes 
 
RUNTIME: 35 minutes 
 
* 

http://www.lauraboone.org/
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S1 E11 The Real Ethereal—The Enneagram: Type 8 
-Aired: Tuesday, 5/9/17 
 
The Challenger, Hero, Leader, Dominator—these are some of the archetypes 
ascribed to point 8 of the Enneagram. Laura chats with her business partner at 
Turnerboone, "work wife," and quintessential type 8, Ellen Turner about the most 
authoritative, decisive, and aggressive aspect on the Enneagram. Laura and Ellen 
cover the strengths of eights, their weaknesses, and list a few people throughout 
history that have embodied point 8 in disparate ways. 
 
Visit Laura at www.lauraboone.org 
 
Check out www.turnerboone.com to see what Laura's up to when she's not hosting 
The Real Ethereal! 
 
turner, laura, boone, 8, type, mbti, enneagram, ethereal, real 
 
RUNTIME: 37 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E12 The Real Ethereal—Crystal Sisters 
-Aired: Tuesday, 5/16/17 
 
Laura invites her sister and fellow crystal aficionado to show off some of their 
favorite crystals. The Boone sisters discuss various types of crystals, their origins, 
and vibratory qualities—from enhancing psychic abilities to quashing road rage.  
 
Visit Laura at www.lauraboone.org 
 
TAGS: crystals, vibration, chakras, meditation, geology, laura, boone, real, ethereal 
 
RUNTIME: 43 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E13 The Real Ethereal—All About Gemini 
-Aired: Tuesday, 5/23/17 
 
Laura chats with friend and Gemini, Owen Harn about the traits of the 3rd sign of 
the zodiac. Laura shares some of the strengths and weaknesses of Gemini, while 
Owen reflects on the role Gemini as his sun sign has in part defined his life choices 
and career goals. 
 

http://www.lauraboone.org/
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TAGS: boone, zodiac, divination, real, astrology, ethereal, gemini, astrological, laura 
RUNTIME: 36 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E14 The Real Ethereal—The Enneagram: Paths to Integration and Disintegration 
-Aired: Tuesday, 5/30/17 
 
Laura is back with Monirah Womack for another episode on the Enneagram, this 
time to discuss each enneagram number's reference points of integration and 
disintegration. Learn how stress (disintegration) effects the behavior of each 
archetype, and how we can use the enneagram to grow when facing life's challenges. 
 
TAGS: enneagram, mbti, ethereal, monirah, womack, real, boone, laura, relationship, 
capital, disintegration, integration, personality 
 
RUNTIME: 55 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E15 The Real Ethereal—Astrological Houses: Earth 
-Aired: Tuesday, 6/13/17 
 
Laura delivers a primer on astrological houses, their corresponding elements, and 
the three zodiac signs of each house. In this episode Laura focuses on the earth 
houses, their ruling signs, and the significance they have over those born under 
them.  
 
For more on Laura, visit www.lauraboone.org 
 
TAGS: earth, zodiac, astrology, houses, divination, astrological, horoscope, capricorn, 
laura, real, virgo, boone, taurus, ethereal 
 
RUNTIME: 29 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E16 The Real Ethereal—Astrology: All About Cancer 
-Aired: Tuesday, 6/20/17 
 
Laura spills on on of her favorite signs of the zodiac, the crab! Learn about the 
strengths and weaknesses this dominant but private star sign possesses, and what 
to look for in a person born under Cancer—whether it's their Sun, Moon, or 
Ascendant sign. 
 

http://www.lauraboone.org/
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TAGS:  astrology, boone, cancer, ethereal, laura, zodiac 
 
RUNTIME: 39 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E17 The Real Ethereal—Reflexology 101 
-Aired: Tuesday: 6/27/17 
 
Reflexologist and reiki healer Laura Lennon sits down with Laura Boone to discuss 
the ancient healing art that uses targeted massage to heal ailments of the body. 
Lennon covers the basic principles of Reflexology and offers up a few techniques 
you can do at home to release anxiety, physical pain, and even combat seasonal 
allergies.  
 
Atlantans: Book your session with Laura Lennon now at 
www.bodysolewellness.com 
 
Visit Laura Boone at www.lauraboone.org 
 
TAGS: laura, ethereal, reiki, massage, reflexology, holistic, medicine, healing, body, 
sole, wellness, bodysolewellness, boone, Laura Lennon 
 
RUNTIME: 31 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E18 The Real Ethereal—Saturn: Friend or Foe? 
-Aired: 7/11/17 
 
Laura gives the scoop on one of the most misunderstood aspects of astrology. Laura 
shares how Saturn can act as a positive agency of change through the struggle it 
brings to our lives. 
 
Visit Laura at www.lauraboone.org 
 
TAGS: zodiac, astrological, astrology, laura, boone, divination 
 
RUNTIME: 33 minutes 
 
* 
 
S1 E19 The Real Ethereal—Astrological Houses: Water 
-Aired: 7/18/17 
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Laura spills on the astrological houses associated with water—4, 8, and 12. Tune in 
to find out what  the houses of Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces have in common, and 
what varying qualities they bring to your chart. 
 
Find Laura at www.lauraboone.org 
 
TAGS: water, house, astrology, zodiac, houses, cancer, scorpio, pisces, laura boone 
 
RUNTIME: 24 minutes 
 
* 
S1 E20 The Real Ethereal—Astrology: All About Leo 
-Aired: 7/25/17 
 
Laura covers the king of the zodiac, proudest of all signs, and more than a little 
dramatic: the summer sign of Leo. Laura examines the fiery Leo ego, and how she 
likes to refer to some under this star sign, including LSN producer Jesse, as Type-2 
Leos.  
 
Visit Laura at www.lauraboone.org 
 
TAGS: Laura Boone, zodiac, astrology, leo, fire, psychic, divination 
 
RUNTIME: 38 minutes 


